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Software system engineering is rapidly growing to larger scales and software maintenance tends 
to be complex. The number of involving software artefacts increases with the growth of software 
systems. Thus, different software development approaches are getting introduced to ease the 
software management. Therefore, the notion of traceability management of software artefacts is 
given prominence along with continuous integration. DevOps based software development is in 
the rise among software development practitioners with the integration of developments and 
operations. DevOps improves software delivery and customer satisfaction by bringing together a 
set of activities, which can be repealed multiple times a day. Tool support for this level of 
continuous delivery is essential. Provision of traceability management tool support for DevOps 
process management remains unfulfilled at large, which we explored and addressed in this 
research.

The objectives of this research are
- To identify challenges in DevOps based software development.
- To design a prototype tool to address DevOps process challenges.
- To develop and evaluate the proposed tool for DevOps practice.

First, we have performed a context survey to identify the theoretical model (prescriptive process) 
of DevOps and the actual realization of the DevOps practice (descriptive process) in software 
development. With the gap analysis we identified the key features that support within the tool. 
Then, we have come up with an approach for managing traceability between software artefacts 
and the architecture is designed accordingly. Next, a prototype tool is developed to support key 
process steps of DevOps with continuous integration. This was evaluated with some case study 
applications such as POS and tour management system.

This research is developed a tool called SAT-Analyzer (Software artefact traceability analyzer), 
which is a prototype tool for establishing, managing and visualizing software artefacts in the 
software development life cycle with continuous integration. The case-study based evaluation 
shows positive accuracy results for the SAT-Analyser tool. The research output provides an 
original contribution to the field of software process management in general and tool support 
within DevOps in particular. With a usable tool support for DevOps practices can improve the 
DevOps process stability and performance. This will enable further extensions to the tool and 
conceptual model on DevOps usage into related areas such as software maintenance and quality 
management as needed in the software industry. This will be a main contribution to a number of 
research areas supporting software process management and enhanced software developed with 
rapid delivery.
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ABSTRACT Software artefacts are the intermediate by-products used in each 
phase of the software development life cycle (SDLC) towards the 
intended software product. Changes in software artefacts are the 
primary motivation in software evolution (l|. It is crucial to 
maintain the consistency between the software artefacts, with the 
increasing scope of a software system. This is due to the rapid 
generation of information across a large information space Thus, 
there is a requirement of the ability to describe and follow the 
artefact lifecycle. Without a well-defined traceability 
management between the software artefacts the consequences of 
different evolutions may result in expensive overheads in SDLC 
Further, improper traceability management may lead to failures 
of a product. Therefore, traceability of software artefacts is 
important for the software evolution process It strengthens the 
testability, maintainability and helps for system acceptance by 
providing consistent documentation [3| The improper 
management and outdated artefacts can lead to inconsistency 
among artefacts, synchronization issues and lack of trust in 
artefacts by stakeholders. Thus, it is significant to maintain the 
traceability throughout the SDLC.

The concept of DcvOps (Development-Operations) represents 
the integration of development environment and the operational 
environment that encourages developing systems rather than 
mere programs. DevOps ease the project management with 
communication, understandability. integration and bridging the 
gap between the development teams and operational teams. It 
increases the rate of change and deploys features into production 
faster [4]. There is a strong relationship between the quality of 
the software developed and the agility of the organization to the 
DevOps practices of software development [5]. Therefore, 
DevOps practices contribute to enhance these software quality 
attributes within continuous integration process.

SAT-Analyzer (Software Artefacts Traceability Analyzer) is a 
prototype tool developed previously, with the intension of 
traceability management [6] (7] [S]. It includes a core engine for 
traceability establishment and visualization. However, it mainly 
considers software artefacts such as natural language based 
requirements, UML class diagrams, and Java source code for 
traceability management as of nowr; the integration of DevOps 
practices along with continuous integration is explored. This 
paper mainly explores extensive related research and proposes an 
optimised framework for traceability management with 
continuous integration.

The paper is organized as follow's: Section 2 presents related 
approaches in traceability management including change 
detection, impact analysis, change propagation and consistency 
management. Section 3 evaluates the literature and the proposed 
framework is elaborated in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 
concludes the paper with future research directions.

Software system engineering is rapidly growing to larger scales 
and software maintenance tends to be complex. The number of 
involving software artefacts increases with the growth of 
software systems Thus, different software development 
methodologies, processes and practices are getting introduced to 
ease the software management Consequently, the management 
of excessive software artefacts is also important towards a 
successful maintenance. Therefore, the notion of traceability 
management of software artefacts is given prominence along 
with continuous integration. This paper explores the existing 
traceability management approaches to propose an optimized 
framework that overcomes current limitations. Hence, the 
previous work of this research. SAT-Analyzer. which is a 
prototype tool, is extended to support continuous integration with 
DevOps practices.

CCS Concepts
• Softw'are and its engineering —> Software creation and 
management —► Software post-development issues —* 
Software evolution.

Keywords
Traceability management; continuous integration; change 
detection; impact analysis, DevOps.

1. INTRODUCTION
Software systems, in today’s context, arc considered as critical 
business assets. Change of a software system is inevitable and 
required to be updated continuously in order to maintain the 
value of these assets. Hence, software evolution is preferred over 
building completely new software systems due to the cost and 
time benefits [I], Generally, software evolution occurs in a 
software system life cycle at a stage where it is in active 
operation and is evolving due to new requirements. The software 
evolution mainly depends on the type of software being 
maintained; involved in the development processes and continues 
within the software system lifecycle. The evolution is highly 
coupled with the components that arc affected by the change; 
hence the cost and change impact can be estimated [2],
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The event-based approaches use the events occurring during 
software development activities to maintain traceability links 
Accordingly, the deletion of an artefact can be made as a trigger 
to delete all'the connected traceability links to it. Many related 
work has achieved this using similar conceptual techniques such 
as publish and subscribe mechanism for connecting traceability 
maintenance tasks to particular events [12] The requirements 
and source code arc classified as mandatory inputs to the 
hypertext-based traceability maintenance approaches, whereas 
conformance analysis is identified as complementary inputs [3], 
This has used XML and the types of software artefacts are 
viewed as constraints on one another. A set of constraints are 
provided in the constraint-based approaches that must not be 
violated by any traceability link [13] The traceability links that 
are not clearly referenced in any constraint are considered to be 
consistent by default The transformation-based approaches have 
shown that artefacts generated through model transformations 

be enriched to generate traceability links [12], However, it is 
still found to be contradictory in practice. Furthermore, graph- 
transformation based methodologies are involved in to define, 
identify and maintain the traceability links in this domain [14],

Alternatively, Design Decision Tree (DDT) provides ability to 
connect requirements to aicliilecluie decision and design 
elements under traceability establishment. There is a model 
named ‘Architecture Rationale and Elements Linkage (AREL)’ 
that has targeted traceability in the design rationale modeling 
using the conceptual UML notations [15], It can be used to 
capture relationships between only the two entities: architecture 
rationale and architecture elements.

2. TRACEABILITY APPROACHES
2.1 Terminology
A range of software artefacts is involved throughout the SDLC. 
Some of the early stage artefacts are Software Requirement 
Specification (SRS), design diagrams, architectural documents 
and quality attributes or the non-functional requirements reports 
and source code. Test scripts, walkthroughs, inspections, bug 
reports, build logs and test reports, configuration files, user 
manuals are important artefacts present in the latter stage 'of 
SDLC. Nevertheless, there is a relationship between the primary 
artefacts witli the final deliverables of the software product Thus 
the consistent management of software artefacts contains 
significant importance in fine-tuning the software products.

1
I■
] Software artefact traceability, which is a key notion in the 

software evolution, refers to the ability of building and tracking 
the relationships among'artcfacts b'otli backward arid forward [3] 
Traceability of different software artefacts can be among 
homogeneous, or heterogeneous such as requirement to design 
traceability and design to source code traceability, for example. 
Requirement traceability shows the dependencies between 
requirements and among the requirements and design/ code of a 
software system. Thus, the artefact management is essential to 
maintain adequate consistency in approaching towards a software 
product. Hence, the notion of software artefact traceability 
facilitates to overcome the inconsistencies in software artefacts

DcvOps concept motivates, towards the reduction of the gap 
between development and operations teams' [9].' In a DevOps 
environment, significant software artefact changes arc expected 
rapidly. Thus, there is a requirement of determining and 
analysing the resulted impact of the traceability to make accurate 
change acceptance decisions in a DevOps environment [5].

2.2 Traceability Management
The major challenges in tracing software artefacts arc due to 
different formats, abstraction levels and lack of defined data 
format for artefacts [10]. Extracting relcvarit'data arid analyzing 
the content of the artefact is one of the primary techniques 
towards the traceability link generation. When text is used to 
provide descriptive details of the informal semantics in artefacts, 
the frequently involved pre-processing steps can be identified as 
text normalization, identifier splitting and stop wordremovaL

Traceability provides a..logical ,connection b.elwiam..artefacts, of 
the software development process. The cost of maintaining a 
larger number of artefact relationships when a change occurs is 
identified as a major reason for the limited use of traceability in 
practice. Moreover, it is signified that the effort of maintaining 
artefact relations is considerably high though the number of 
artefacts is minimal. Hence, traceability maintenance, ensuring 
the correctness of traceability over time is significant to address 
[II]. Thus, proper identification of a feasible traceability 
maintenance approach could reduce the total cost and effort in 
the software development process.

The Rule-based approaches define rules based on the attributes of 
the artefacts to generate traceability links between different 
software artefacts. Then the traceability links maintenance is 
performed by rc-evaluating the rules. Furthermore, the rule-based 
approaches can be combined with event-driven approaches. Thus 
the traceability maintenance can be conducted in two phases: 
recognizing changes based on events, and re-evaluating the rules 
that governing link updates [12].

: can

2.3 Change Detection and Impact Analysis
Since software change is the central norm of today's mainstream 
SDLC, it is an utmost importance to cope with the changes 
properly to reduce cost regardless of the used software 
development model. A hypothesis-based change management 
with a traceability timeline in a feature-oriented manner is 
presented in [16], They have mapped important requirements as 
features and a change is addressed in the feature level

Change impact analysis (CIA) in software development detects 
the consequences of an artefact alteration on other parts of the 
software .system.-Generally,impact, analysis. is conducted.before 
or/and after a change implementation [17]. The benefits of 
piloting impact analysis prior to a change are understandability, 
change impact prediction and cost estimations. Therefore, 
conducting impact analysis after an execution of a change can be 
beneficial in tracing ripple effects, selecting test cases and 
performing change propagation. :
Different impact analysis methods are available in the literature. 
One such categorization is traccability-bascd and dependence- 
based [17]. The traccability-bascd CIA is narrowed in recovering 
the traceability links among software artefacts. Dcpcndencc- 

ased CIA is defined as estimating the change effects of a 
proposed change. Another categorization of CIA techniques is 
static impact analysis and dynamic impact analysis. Static CIA 
techniques consider all possible behaviors and inputs [IS]. Thus, 
contains a cost of precision though safe. Moreover, static CIA 
cciniqucs analyze the syntax and semantic dependencies ot a 

program cot e and construct intermediate representations using 
cal graphs and program dependency grapiis such as call grapHs- 

'« (>uaimc CIA techniques overcome this drawback by
impacSarefdemified*^teT* “C"C':’**
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more precise though less safe. !
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? 4 Change Propagation

feedback mechanism involved after each build script execution

IcciiorfoT tc'srcascs7'erc~[l 7]rWhefT airaltcratfohd 
essential to ensure that other related artefacts arc consistent as 
well. Change propagation considers the required new changes for 
other entities in the application to ensure the consistency within 
the system after an entity has been changed. Change propagation 
is mostly performed during the incremental changes.

An approach for change propagation in heterogeneous software 
artefacts by combining multi-perspective modeling and impact 
analysis is presented in [19], They have introduced a recursive 
change propagation algorithm that restricts the change 
propagations across dependency relation regardless of the type 
and limit size of the impact sets to be computed. Another 
technique is the use of a distance measure to control the 
propagation of changes to indirectly related artefacts by either 
terminating the change propagation or by prioritizing the impact 
paths based on their depth [20]. Furthermore, there exist 
probabilistic models, such as Markov Chains and Bayesian Belief 
Networks that model change propagations based on mathematical 
theorems [21] finis, contribute in computing the probability of 
an entity being impacted by a change in an artefact.

2.5 Consistency Management
The changes and refinements that occur in artefacts are not 
guaranteed to happen in a same speed and pace Therefore the 
consequences of each artefact change or refinement may not 
result in a uniform pattern. Some refinements may reflect and 
impact on other artefacts immediately. Thus, the stability among 
artefacts can become inconsistent and can fail in representing the 
expected software system solution. Consequently, that can lead 
to stakeholder dissatisfaction and system failure. Therefore, 
consistency management is essential to minimize efforts in 
software maintenance. Consistency management is the ability to 
preserve the synchronization among software artefacts along with 
the occurring changes [2]. Accordingly, an artefact alteration or 
the presence of outdated artefacts should consistently reflect on 
other affected artefacts before continuing in the software process.

A significant holistic artefact management framework that 
considers traceability in heterogeneous artefacts and the notions 
of change detection, change impact analysis and consistency 
checking has discussed in [2]. They have used different 
code impact analysis techniques to support software artefacts 
such as requirements in natural language, UML class diagrams 
and Java source code. The presented prototype has emphasized 
any artefact inconsistencies with solution options. However, Ik 
work is limited for non-distributed development environments.

.______ ______ ------------------ in* ,i.r.y,w«rin p.p*^
—failures—defying—ts—recommended best -pr-aetke—to- 
-preswve-Cl.-MoreoverTthe ratiohal^bf-verskfivcbntrollihg-usihg 

lhe scripts to control code rather than individual 
key methodology' in tracing software artefacts.

Tree

commands is a

DevOps broadens the view of software engineering paradigm by 
defining metrics that are understood 
measurement methods and tools, bring 
'everything to share

across teams, sharing 
in automation, measure 

among team members and by making 
performance part of agile stories [23]. DevOps is an approach in 
testing strategies that increases the organization throughput It 
has been a powerful selection for better results and in speeding 
up customer query processing due to the evolving tool support

Jenkins is a prominent DevOps tool that supervises regularly 
executed jobs. It is an open source, rapid, continuous integration 
server that generates a scenario where errors are being detected ai 
an early stage in the SDLC. The basic functionality of Jenkins 
server is to conduct a list of steps supported bv a triaeer [24] 
Puppet is another configuration tool in DevOps. that deploys 
micro-serv ices [25] There is a central configuration server that is 
polled by clients for making changes to the configuration [26} 
The configurations are described using a set of scripts defined in 
a Domain Specific Language (DSL). Docker is another open 
platform for building, shipping and executing distributed 
software applications even on a virtual machine or a cloud 
environment The existence of microservices has enriched by 
tools including Docker. It has made the containers or the objects 
that hold and transport data accessible for everyone easily [25J. 
Thus, the powerful utilization of Docker has reduced the 
deployment efforts in microservices. Travis [27] is a recognized 
distributed continues integration service that supports building 
and testing open source software projects. It encourages 
workings by tightly coupling to DevOps practices. Further, it 
performs automatic scheduled tests with GilHub repositories.

team

3. TRACEABILITY IN PRACTICE
3.1 Traceability Support Techniques
Figure I, illustrates a combination of existing techniques and 
approaches in the domain of traceability management, change 
detection, impact analysis, consistency management and 
continuous integration. It emphasizes the lack of specific 
techniques in traceability management in Cl rather than 
theoretical principles such as DevOps, probabilistic practices.

source

ChaA(« MKThMMd

Impact

Tr*c««M0tV

MMMfMMnt

Macmaon

7jff*

2-6 Continuous Integration
Continues Integration (Cl) is the repetitive integration process ot 
building and testing in a software process. It elaborates the 
frequent merging of the sole components of an application into a 
shared branch by preserving the healthiness of the code 
S>act of Cl is significant in reducing the risks 1,1 
development such as lack of deployable software, late disc D 
of defects and lower project visibility [22].Here, 1 
commits to the version control repositories are frcqucn > -
mto the Cl servers and applied build scripts to m .
^ee, The principal Single Source Pain, »««***£ 
having version control repositories such as 
erforce and Visual SourceSafe that allows to 

c°des from a single primary location [22].

v.

Vm
'*****.

. Traceability support techniquesFigure 1access all source 
Also there is a
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. Evaluation of Iraccabilily support techniquesTable 1

LimitationsAdvantagesMcthods/ tccliniqucs followedTecliniquc Functionalities Weakness in recognition of 
structural changes. [3]

Idea! for artefacts such as
requirements, use eases and 
object models, f 11 ]_______

Rules based on artefact attributes.
Traceability maintenance is based 
on rule re-evaluation (11}______.

Rule-based Define rules in 
traceability links 
generation____ Weekly support for other ' 

types of artefacts.
Supports requirements and
source code artefacts. [3]Hypertext-

based
Support traceability 
maintenance.

XML
Markup specifications. [28]

Scalability issues when 
maintaining the dynamicily 
of the traceability. [291

Ability to maintain dynamic
links. [29]

Publish-subscribe relationshipEvent-based Automate trace link 
generation and 
maintenance.

mechanism.
Event-based subscriptions. [29]
Set of constraints arc provided that 
must not be violated by any
traceability link. [13]_________
Incremental transformation [12] 
Graph- transformation based 
methodologies. [14] ___________

Difficulty in referencing all
traceability links to 
constraints. [13]______

Most artefacts types can be
viewed as constraints on one

Constraint-
based

Support traceability 
maintenance

another. [13]
Not all software artefacts are
generated by model 
transformations. [12]

Beneficial for model basedTrans formati 
on-based

Support traceability 
maintenance. software systems. [12]

Lack of scalability and tool
support. [29]

Maintain the quality by 
assessing the impact of 
functional changes upon non- 
functional requirements. [29]

Soft goal Interdependency 
Graph (SIG).
Traceability matrix. [29]

Goal-centric
(OCT)

Manage change 
impact of non
functional 
requirements.

visualization of the traceability links. Correspondingly, the 
DcvOps practices can be achieved in this framework.

A comparison of traceability management techniques is given in 
Table I. The major limitations are being restricted for few types 
of artefacts and insufficient tool support. Many techniques 
addiesses only the requirements and design level software 
artefacts. Thus, the artefacts in later phases ofSDLC such as test 
reports and configuration files are not extensively addressed.

3.2 Challenges in Traceability Management
The current software industry is still reluctant in adapting the 
traceability aspects in to the environments due to the above 
identified limitations. The major challenge is in building an 
automated tool for traceability support with a wide range of 
customizability and scalability [29]. It is important to consider 
most of the artefact types and development environments [12] 
Also it is challenging to visualize traceability management in a 
flexible way [30]. Many existing work lacks tangible direct 
advantages of traceability'management in software development 
Further, maintaining traceability links during continuous software 
evolution is challenging, as it is an endless and error prone task.

•
AftcfaCtt

™W : Traceability
Establishment

&
Traceability Management j

Schedule
Continuous Integration__

Change : ;
1 Detection

i i
; Change ; 
: Impact ! !

;
| . Consistency ' '
I '^Management

.•Jr---..--. 7
::v Visualization

Change
Propagation

, i— , .
:'j

4. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
We propose a frame work: to'capture traceability management in 
continuous integration environment with DevOps practices and 
the high-level view is illustrated in Figure 2..The previous work of 
this research [6] [7] [8], SAT-Analyzcr, is primarily involved in 
this framework for extending with the proposed enhancements, 
which are shown in dashed line. Yet, the existing components of 
the SAT-Analyzcr, which are shown in filled colour arc still need 
enhancements to cater new software artefacts and considerations.

a

Figure 2. High-level view of the SAT-Analyzcr extension

5. CONCLUSION
Traceability management in a continuous integration environment 
is an important aspect in SDLC due to the risk of conflicts and the 
growth of software maintenance cost. This paper explores 
literature on traceability management, change detection, impact 
analysis, change propagation, consistency management an 
continuous integration. The main limitation in existing context is 
ack of sufficient tools and techniques. The existing tools are 

limited to certain types of software artefacts and development 
environments depending on the used programming languages or 
the design notations. Tims, the automation of traceability relations 
generation has become unachievable completely. Moreover, U>e 
support for traceability and continuous integration is important to 
be available throughout the SDLC, which is not complete, 
preserved in current practices. Thus, the necessity of a frame*** 
lor traceabUuy management and continuous integration to cow 
a DLL with DevOps practices is identified. Further, this PaP

This framework mainly considers software artefacts in Cl 
such as configuration files and test scripts. With the scheduler a 
scheduling algorithm will be implemented to automatically trigger 
the continuous integration along with traceability management by 
providing automation in a DevOps environment. The Cl process 
can be integrated with the DevOps tools such as Jenkins that 
supports build automation, versioning, triggering and distributed 
development [31]. Therefore, enables DevOps with rapid changes, 
collaborations, constant monitoring, Cl and delivery. Thus, the Cl 
component is compromised with change detection, change impact 
analysis, change propagation through the dependent artefacts and 
consistency management among the affected artefacts prior to ihe

process
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proposed an extended framework for the existing SAT-Anal
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abstract Consequently, today different software traceability support tools 
and frameworks can be identified [ l J[2J. However, most solutionsSoftware traceability is a key notion in the software development. 

The paper explores the previously developed research-based 
Software Artefact Traceability Analyser tool called 'SAT- 
Analyser The workflow and capabilities of SAT-Analyser tool 
are described and evaluated using a case study of a Point of Sale 
system. Phases such as software artefact identification, data pre
processing. data extraction and traceability establishment 
methodologies used in the tool SAT-Analyser are presented with 
graph-based traceability' outcome. The case-study based 
evaluation shows positive accuracy results for the SAT-Analyser 
tool. Moreover, the proposed traceability management framework 
for the entire software development life cycle is presented.

are research-based due to the challenging limitations

Software Artefact Traceability Analyser (SAT-Analyser) tool 
described in this paper is one such software traceability support 
tool. It is capable of establishing traceability among software 
artefacts in requirement, design and source code level and to 
visualize the traceability graph for a given software application 
Thus, this paper describes a Point of Sale (POS) based case study 
demonstrating the process, workflow of the SAT-Analyser and 
evaluates the accuracy of the traceability establishment process.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 explores set o! 
related work and Section 3 describes the case study application 
The accuracy of the tool is evaluated in Section 4 and Section 5CCS Concepts
concludes the paper with possible future extensions.• Software and its engineering —♦ Software creation and 

management —* Software post-development issues —*■ Software 2. BACKGROUND STUDY
evolution Software traceability is the ability to track artefact behaviors 

during the software development process by providing a logical 
connection among artifacts. Software traceability process consists 
of several sub processes such as establishing traceability' links 
among artefacts and traceability' maintenance [3j.

Keywords
Traceability establishment; Visualization: Traceability graph, 
SAT-Analyser tool.

1. INTRODUCTION An architecture-centric, stakeholder-driven, industry-oriented and 
open hypermedia traceability approach intluenced by e-Scicnce 
technologies, is presented in [4], It has addressed the multi
faceted traceability problem by integrating the implementation to 
a traceability' tool named ArchStudio. They have followed a rule- 
based classification approach for establishing artefact-link 
relationships and n-ary first class links for trace relationships. A 
facet-based approach by r rc1 u-" f

Software system development is challenging due to the c anges 
occur in requirements, business organizations, legal ru es an 
improper use of tools and technologies. Managing these cianges 
is difficult and affects the success or the failure of a software 
system. Thus, it is essential to have appropriate S°M10** 
handle the changes during the Software Development i e 
(SDLC). The changes can occur at any phase to any intermediate 
software outcomes, which arc called artefacts. An alteration. 
single artefact can affect one or more other arte acts in on 
many phases with different severities. Therefore, identification 
die changes, affected artefacts, severity and the conscqu 
important to manage artefact traceability throughout e , 
Accordingly', the notion of software traceability has been c 
10 enable tracing capabilities among software arlefutcs.

'■j Gramme! [5]. has narrowed the 
traceability' scope into model-driven software development They 
have traced the model transformations using a domain specific 

(DSL) called trace-DSL for data extraction. A work on 
code and test case artefacts traceability using gamificalion 

technologies is presented in [6], with a proof-of-concepl prototype 
called GamiTraci. It is highly influenced by the similar previous 
work [7], that has used slicing and conceptual coupling techniques 
in establishing test to code traceability.
The accuracy of the traceability results is a major challenge. The 
reliability of the traceability is addressed in [8], that can be 
applied for safety critical software systems. It can be identified as 
a light-weight rcsults-oriented solution. Tin’s trace link model 
separates the untrusted links and conducts a remediation process 
continuously. However, there is a limitation of trace maintenance 
facilities. Traceclipse [9], is a research-based Eclipse plugin 
targeted for traceability link recovery and maintenance. Its link 
recovery process is influenced by Information Retrieval (IR)

language
source
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techniques and limited for source code artefact in Java. A similar 
work on semi-automated traceability recovery with the use of IR 
and classification is presented in [10]. An ontology-based attempt 
has been conducted in [11], by mapping domain concepts and 
artefact indexes into an ontology. Rut the traceability support of it 
is limited only for Unified Process based software development. 
Although, there exist limitations and challenges in achieving 
traceability within the SDLC. traceability management has been 
an active research area in modem software development [ 12]J13].

Our previous work [14], has evaluated different traceability and 
consistency management techniques. We have proposed an 
extended framework for SAT-Analyzer to be compatible with 
traceability management and continuous integration for DevOps 
environments. Another research on managing traceability in self- 
adaptive systems is presented in [15], which is a generic toolkit 
with a interlink visualizer for inconsistency detection, further, 
considering the software artefacts in later stages of software 
development with DevOps practices is discussed in [16] providing 
continuous integration capabilities by using Jenkins.

normal order having only the cash on delivery facility. These 
requirements are stated in the software requirement specification 
in natural language. Figure 2. shows a section of the natural 
language requirements considered for this study.

The corresponding design in UML class diagram is shown in 
figure 3. The main classes are identified as Customer, Order and 
Item. An Order is specialized into SpecialOrder and NormalOrder 
Since the entity Order is composed of set of Item entities, there is 
an aggregation relationship. Similarly, the association between the 
entities, Customer class and Order class, is a composition 
relationship which is a strong aggregation. Thus, if the Customer 
entity is deleted, then Order (part) entity is deleted as well.

1■j

i
I Ir. a shop, a customer car. place more than one 

order, .-.n order can have more then one item. 
Customer details must record the name and 
location. Item details must record the item 
number and price. A customer can send and receive 
the order using the system The customer can order 
in two types. Orders are special order and normal 
order. An order can be confirmed and closed by the 
customer. The special order can order items 
online. Normal order can order items in cash on 
delivery. An item can be added and removed.

5
3. SAT-ANALYSER
3.1 Design Considerations
SAT-Analyser is a traceability management tool capable of 
tracing software requirement artefact. Unified Modelling 
Language (UML) class diagram artefact and the Java source code 
artefact [I7||I|(I8|. Thus, it can be used for traceability in 
requirements,-design and development stages of the SDLC. The 
system design is shown in figure I.

Figure 2. POS requirements in natural language
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Order
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____ j • nun be i
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i Figure 3. POS UML class diagram
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! Artefacts and Relationships XML Conversion import java.util.HashMap.
import java.ulil. Iterator.
public static void main(Slring[ ] args) (
Customer customer “ new Customer (name, address); 
ItemManager ilemManagcr = new ltemManagcr(); 
HashMap<String, Itcm> itcmMap = itcmManagcr getAllItcms(); 
Itcrator<String> availableList = itcmMap.keySct().availablcList(); 
System.out.printIn("Ordcr Items"),
Order order = new Order (date, number, type); 
while (avaitablcLisi.hasNcxlO) (
Item itcin = itcmMap.gct(availablcList.ncxt()), 
order.ad<IIiem(iiem);
System.out .println(i(cm.name + “ -l + item.pi ice").

mdjm

I • • Visualization
n<«>4j Graph 00 I GepWGrjph Generator

:

i
Figure I. SAT-Analyser system design

SAT-Analyser tool considers three main artefacts; natural 
language based requirements, UML (Unified Modelling 
Language) class diagram as design artefact and Java source code 
for the implementation phase artefact. Initially, data pre
processing techniques are applied for all three types of artefacts, 
retrieve necessary information and transform them into a common 
format in XML. Then traceability links are established between 
the dependent artefacts and visualized llic traceability 
relationships in a traceability graph.

3.2 Workflow: Point of Sale Application
A case study based evaluation is performed using the tool SAT- 
Analyser. The selected case study is a Point of Sale (POS) system, 
where a customer can place orders consist of items. An order can 
be cither a special order having the online ordering feature or a

}
order.con ft rmO
if(ordcr.lypc — "SpecialOrder”) {

SpecialOrder spccialordcr = new SpccialOrdcr(datc, number); 
spccialordcr.onl incOrdcr();

)
else}

NormalOrder spccialordcr = new NormalOrdcr(datc, number). 
order.cashOnDclivciy().

)
)

Figure 4. POS source code



Consequently, a similarity is marked if either threshold is met byThe relevant source code artefacts are given in Java programing

links arc parsed thiojlsJ!_hcd_iracclIuii C-Llrhr a5355s

corresponding classes (or object creation and method .calling-arc..: 
implemented separately, and considered as the code artefacts.

Requirements, design and development related artefacts are given 
as the inputs to the SAT-Analyser in their raw formats, namely 
requirements document in .txt, UML class diagram in either .mdj 
or .xmi formal and the source code in one or more .java files. 
Then. SAT-Analyser performs the artefact extraction in the data 
pre-processing stage. Since the inputs arc in three different 
formats, (I) requirements arc processed using the Stanford Core 
NLP libraries (I9| and WordNel lexical database; (2) design class 
diagram follows a JSON structure at the backend of its .mdj and 
.xmi formats; (3) source code is processed using the ANother 
Tool for Language Recognition (ANTLR) [20] Java 8 Grammar 
to identify the required artefact sub elements. The artefact 
elements include the requirements, classes, methods, attributes 
and the relationships inheritance, association and generalization. 
Next the extracted artefacts are listed and initiate the traceability 
establishment process The traces are generated and mapped based 
on a string comparison as give in Algorithm I

~ rthcrDocumcnt OHjccrKlbdcflDOM) parser [24j and converted 
into a predefined XML structure. Figure 5 shows a section of the 

of the generated intermediate XML file for the UML 
class diagram artefact; Customer and Order class
structure

<?xml vcrsion=“l 0" encoding-"L’TF-8"',> 
<Artcfacls>

<Anefact type=”UMl-Diagram“>
<ArtefactElemen( id="Dl" namc=”Customerr lype=*Class"> 

<AnefactSubElcmeni id=”Dl_Fl" namc-'nimc’
=”UMLAllribu(c" vanablcTypc="" visibility-'public' >type

<ArtcfactSubElemeni id=”DI_F2" namc=’location"
iypc="LIMLAttributc" vanablcTypc="" visibilit>-’publ:c*'> 

<AncfactSubElcmcnt id='DI_MI" name="sendOrder" 
parametcrs="' retumTypc=”" statu>="" 
type="LIMLOpcration” visibility-"public"/> 

<ArtefaciSubElement id=“DI_M2" name=’recieveOrder" 
parametersretumTypc-"' status^'"' 
type="LrMLOperation' visibilit>'="public’/> 

</ArtcfaciElcmcnt>
cArtefactElemenl id="D2’ nanic-“Ordcr" t>pc=“Clasi,'> 

<Arxcfact5ubElcmcnt id=''D2_Fl" namc="date' 
typc=’UMLAttribute’ variabIcTypc=” visibility-“public”. > 

<ArtefaetSubElemcnt id-“D2_F2” name="nomber" 
iype=”UMLAttribute" variableTspe-"' visibility-"public” > 

<ArtefactSubElcment id=”D2_M I' name="coiifirm" 
parameters3"” rclumTypc3”” status3"” t\pc="UMl.Operation' 
visibility =”public"/>

<ArtcfaclSubElcmcnl id=”D2_M2" namc=”closc" paratneters="' 
rciurnTvpe3"" status3"" t>pc=,,UMLOperaiion" visibility="public" 

</ArtefactElemem>

j

I
Algorithm I Traceability link generation 
Require: Software artefacts 
Ensure: Building relationships among artefacts 

input: artefacts a 
Ibr (a )

gel sy nonyms from WordNel 
String comparison for names of classes, attributes, 
methods and relationships

matchDistance = Jaro Winkler algorithm
similarity (elemcnll.elemenl2) 

If (matchDistance > = 0.8 and <= 1.0)
Build trace link among two artefact elements

I
2
3.

!4.

Figure 5. UML Artefact XML file5.
considered as the major artefactAccordingly, the classes 

elements and arc given a unique id. The corresponding attributes 
and the methods are listed as the artefact sub elements for each 
artefact clement with a unique identifier starting with the id of the 
parent artefact element. For an example, the 
as a class name and the attributes of it arc the name and location, 
while the methods are sendOrder and receiveOrder.

are
6.
7.
8. Else

customer is identifiededilDistance= Lcvenshlein Distance algorithm 
distance (elementI,elcmenl2) 

matchDistance = l - edilDislance 
If (matchDistance > = 0.8 and < = 1.0)

Build trace link among two artefact elements 
XML Writer (nodes, links)

15. output: XML conversion of artefact traceability' links 
____________(Rclations.xml)__________________

9.
10.
II.

A£> y Artefacts Contiirrotion - °.
■ •* C3 rwrnva; oro*i 
i •0*04 o*de<

*-C3d«ai 
f G3cu»tom«r

12.
13. Ffe14. *

* 1

l*- E3
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t c3
*-C3 A»\r>ut*« 
t GSfcWhccs

D
1 ■ D

t c3 *

♦ C3
Q CMtf o»J*f

i ..
1 j

iAlgorithm I, handles the pre-processed artifact data towards the 
traceability link generation. It ensures the relationship building 
among the extracted artefact elements that arc input for the 
algorithm. Then using the WordNct synonyms and pre-deftned 
dictionary' ontology, a string similarity compulation is performed 
using the Jaro-Winklcr algorithm [21] and Lcvcnshtcin Distance 
Algorithm [22]. Jaro-Winkler algorithm is selected prominently 
due to its efficiency than Lcvcnshtcin algorithm [23]. The former 
algorithm considers that, the differences near the start of the 
strings arc more significant than differences close to the end of the 
strings, while Lcvcnshtcin algorithm computes the number of 
edits needed to convert one string to another. Fixed threshold 
values arc associated for both algorithms and Lcvcnshtcin is used 
for deep comparison if the Jaro-Winklcr similarity measure is not 
in the range of 0.8 and 1.0. Additionally, the WordNel synonym 
selection is done using the Lcvcnshtcin Distance algorithm with a 
threshold of 0.85.

i

3■ •»

.■r.-r-w*

Figure 6. Artefact Extraction Confirmation Window

At the end of these backend data pre-processing, data extraction 
and traceability establishment, the results are presented in a tree 
structure by' the artefact confirmation option of the tool as shown 
in Figure 6. The use of the DOM parser is benefiUed, since it is 
capable of loading the full XML documents into a tree structure.

■
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Hcncc. the user can alter, delete or add any misinterpreted artefact 
elements prior die confirmation.

The generated intermediate XML tiles would be modified 
accordingly and soon after the traceability project is created to the 
user. Afterwards, all these set of XML files are converted into an 
array formal that follows a key-value pair structure using DOM 
parser und the Simple API for XML (SAX) parser's exception 
handling capabilities [25J to store in the Neo4j graph database 
(26). Then the open graph visualization platform Gephi (27J is 
used for the graph generation using the nodes and links stored in 
Nco4j. Consequently, the SAT-Analyser visualizes the traceability 
links among artefacts or any selected artefact sub elements. The 
set of visualization filtering are as follow.

• Full graph view with artefacts and their links
• F«dge filtered view for the relationship among the 

identified classes, attributes, operations for each of the 
artefact in requirements, design and code.

• Artefact filtered views for each one of 3 artefacts 
separately.

Accordingly, the metrics precision and recall are applied as 
information retrieval accuracy measurements (28). The artefact 
and relationship extraction results arc evaluated as follows.

Artefact, relationship extraction precision 
_ number of correctly identified artefacts, relations

I total numberofidenlified artefacts, relations

Similarly, the recall is measured as follows

Artefact, relationship extraction recall 
_ number of correctly identified artefacts, relations

total numberofactual artefacts, relations

Moreover. F-measure (FI score), which is the weighted average 
of the obtained precision and recall: is derived as follows 

^ prcscion « recall 
prescion + recall

Table I. Evaluation of traceability support techniques

FI =

Traceability
Establishment

F-MeasurcArtefact Precision Recall

! Requirement — 
Design

0.8Class 0 8I
0.6Attribute 0.5I

fijwr. • 0.6Method 0.5I
Design — 

Source eode
Class III

Attribute 0.40.3I
0.5 0.6Method 0.8

Requirement — 
Code

IClass I I
0,6 0.7Attribute I

0.7Method I 0.6
U)ll«c« WjMi

c ----- *-
E-------

Traceability establishment accuracy among similar artefacts in 
different phases of the SDLG is shown in Table I. The precision 
denotes positive results for the generated trace links, while the 
lower recall signifies that there exist missing links among 
attributes and methods. It is observed that the inaccurate artefact 
elements extraction and identification with NLP that contain 
different naming conventions and less meaningful names in 
requirement artefacts, have led to the lack of accuracy. However, 
the overall F-mcasurcs arc biased towards I and requirement to 
code traceability has shown a high accuracy.

MO.o ««n.M Jt m
f/ •• »*«»»».«>

, LI isyi.ixvym

i l y
Figure 7. Full graph view of traceability in POS system

!
5. CONCLUSIONFigure 7 illustrates a selected section of the obtained full graph 

view of this POS system case study. Color codes arc used for each 
type of nodes and links in the representation. Moreover, the 
details of each selected node arc listed in the information section 
separately. The length of the edges denotes the strength of the 
similarity between each two nodes. Thus, larger the siring 
comparison value means shorter the length of corresponding edge. 
For example, in Figure 7, the edit distance value among RQI and 
D4 is 0.916 which denotes normal order class in requirement 
artefact and design, respectively. Similarly, the value among 
RQI_M2 and D4_M3 is 1.0, which represents cash on delivery 
method in requirements artefact and UML design artefact, 
respectively. Titus, the length of the edge between RQI and D4 is 
bit lengthy as the UML class diagram artefact has used the class 
name with naming conventions.

Software traceability is essential to ensure .the proper 
synchronization among software artefacts during the software 
development process. There exist various software traceability 
related solutions; however most of them have certain limitations. 
SAT-Analyser tool presented in this paper is one such tool support 
software requirement, design and source code artefacts. This 
paper highlights the accuracy of the traceability establishment 
process of SAT-Analyser tool using a POS based application.

Requirement, design and development related artefacts in their 
raw formats arc fed to the tool as text. UML class diagram file and 
Java source code files, respectively. SAT-Analyser pre-processed 
the input data and extracts the relevant artefact elements. The 
traceability links among the artefacts arc established based on a 
similarity calculation algorithm. Moreover, the traceability 
relationships arc visualized using traceability graphs for developer 
decision making. The tool allows manual artefact trace alterations 
and updates the graphs accordingly.

SAT-Analyser is evaluated using the accuracy measures precision, 
recull and F-measure based on the established traceability links 
among artefacts in the considered case study. Significant positive

i
■■

i
■

4. EVALUATION
The evaluation of the applied POS system is conducted using 
correctness measures based on the artefact, relationship extraction 
shown in Figure 6, since proper artefact and relationship 
identification is crucial towards the final traceability outcomes.
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